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SALON DES AVANT-GARDES DU XXE
2022 / STAND 6-B

For our rst exhibition on the Continent, we’re thrilled to be participating in the
second edition of the Salon des Avant-gardes du XXieme siècle, running from
June 10–12 at the Réfectoire des Cordeliers in the 5ieme (Paris).
Full exhibition details available here: http://www.salon-des-avant-gardes.fr
Below—descriptions for the full contents of our booth (6-B); many items
illustrated via weblinks.
For those unable to attend, you can follow us on Instagram @cloudforgets
Terms: Items are guaranteed to be described and delivered to the collector's
satisfaction. Returns are accepted within 15 days of receipt. Reciprocal terms are
extended to the trade; institutional policies are accommodated. For purchases,
please phone (+1) 416-729-7043 or email jason@paperbooks.ca; priority given
to rst interest. To receive advance copies of future lists, subscribe to our mailing
list here: www.paperbooks.ca/subscribe.
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01

Albrecht, Dietrich [i.e. albrecht/d]

NS-WERBUNG oder die faschisten sind wieder da...
Stuttgart: Re ection Press, 1970.
Broadside poster (41 x 29 cm.). Signed by Albrecht to lower portion of image, with further signature to verso
(dated 1970), with statement of 1000 printed.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17273.jpg
€ 150

Part of the ethos of Re ection Press was to grant social criticism the agility of 20th century
printing technologies; xerox-as-re ection. Here, Dietrich Albrecht addresses (in quasi-realtime) a scandal from the Feb. 23rd issue of Spiegel, in which the advertising rm Special Team
attempted to admonish the German public for not changing their underwear often-enough;
pairing statistics about dressing habits with the image of a bourgeois family wearing pig
masks. While the subsequent ood of letters-to-the-Editor were largely defensive, Albrecht
here superimposes his own commentary: “Nazi advertising. Or: the Fascists are here again.”
02

Bertini, Gianni

Lire centomila. [Counterfeit invitation].
Milano: Studio Santandrea, 1969.
Exhibition invitation/currency (15 x 29.5 cm.); printed in red, black, and green.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17721.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17721b.jpg
€ 250

In 1969, for his solo exhibition at Milan's Santandrea gallery, Mec Artist Gianni Bertini
continued his experimentation with the invitation-as-form (a few years removed from his
Festival de Fort Boyard), employing the printing techniques of counterfeiters to transform the
100,000 lire banknote into an informal admission ticket to the gallery; replacing the o cial
portrait of Manzoni with his own. To the verso of the invitation, the text roughly translates:
“For counterfeit currency, the law punishes dealers, not visitors to art galleries.”
03

Beuys, Joseph

Fondazione per la rinascita dell’agricoltura /

e defense of nature.

Pescara, Italy: Lucrezia De Domizio, 1978/1984.
Group of three items, issuing from two projects. (1) Two postcard invitations (10 x 14.5 cm.), fully-illustrated
after photographs by Buby Durini. Printed to versos: event and contact information, along with captions for
Durini photos. Minor edge-wear. Accompanied by: (2) press release for follow-up event in 1984; singe sheet (30
x 21.5 cm.), printed recto-only, with minor creasing.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/16005.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/16005b.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/16005c.jpg
€ 150

Announcements from the second & third visits of Joseph Beuys to Pescara; organized by his
patron & colleague Lucrezia De Domizio. e rst of these (1978) being an action of the
Free International University, which animated a group discussion with Beuys and Vitantonio
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Russo (“the economic artist”) on the question of land reform—serving as a spin-o from
Beuys’ 100 days educational action at documenta 6, from where the diptych photos from
Durini issued. e press release for the follow-up 1984 event in Pescara ( e defense of nature)
lists a total of six works belonging to this cycle.
04

Brecht, George

Cloud scissors. Music, dance, stories, games, puzzles, jokes, defections, solutions…
[New York]: [Fluxus], circa 1965.
Housed within white envelope (9 x 14 cm.) with bold titles printed to front: 7 cards (averaging 7.5 x 9 cm.)
printed to thick white stock. Preserved in pristine condition. Silverman No. 45, .
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17072.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17072z.jpg
€ 300

As both an experimental composer and professional chemist (working for both P zer and
Johnson & Johnson), George Brecht's event-scores were perhaps inevitably drawn to Higgins’
ideal of “minimal constituent parts.” us: his infamous Word event from 1961, providing the
performer with but a single instruction: “Exit.” With Cloud scissors, this minimum is reduced
even further, with each card o ering but an instructional fragment; a series of in ections to
be used by the recipient in myriad contexts, e.g. “music, dance, stories, games, puzzles, jokes,
defections, solutions, problems, biography, questions, poems, answers, gifts.”
First appearing as part of the contents of the Fluxbox Water yam (1963); this copy almost
certainly issues from the autonomous edition which was distributed through various
Fluxshops in the mid 1960s. (Another edition would later be released as an insert in AQ 16).
05

Broodthaers, Marcel

Moules oeufs frites pots charbon / Moules oeufs frites pots charbon perroquets.
Antwerp: Wide White Space Gallery, 1966/1974.
Two artist books/catalogues from iterative Broodthaers’ exhibitions at Wide White Space: (1) Moules oeufs frites
pots charbon (1966); self-wrappers (19.5 cm.), stapled, with [12] pages of contents, printed in black on glossy
white stock. Artist biography & bibliography in Dutch. And: Moules oeufs frites pots charbon perroquets (1974);
self-wrappers (21 cm.), stapled, with [12] pages of contents, printed in black, red, and green on glossy white
stock. With text/image for the poem éorèmes mirrored on following page as Le Perroquet. Some rusting to
staples, with minor sunning; otherwise Near Fine copies.
€ 2200

“Un objet est invisible quand sa forme est parfaite. Exemples: l'oeuf, la moule, les frites.” For
Marcel Broodthaers’ rst project at Wide White Space Gallery in 1966, he produced an artist
book/catalogue to mimic his exhibition of aperçus: Moules oeufs frites pots charbon; with
corresponding images accompanied by a series of his poetic texts (e.g. Pot, pot, pot…, Ma
rhétorique, Poème, éorèmes).
en, almost a decade later, for his exhibition Ne dites pas que je ne l’ai pas dit. Le perroquet
(1974),—also at WWS—Broodthaers had this 1966 catalogue almost-exactly reproduced
(comme un “réédition dèle, en ce qui concerne la typographie noire”); the addition of the
word “Perroquets” to the cover title—centre-justi ed on its own line, and distinguished in red
ink—pushing the height of this second brochure almost 2 cm. taller. In the gallery, copies of
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both editions were displayed in a vitrine adjacent to a live parrot; the parrot serving as
mouthpiece for Broodthaers’ tape-recorded recital of the printed poems.
is second exhibition marked the rst exhibition in Wide White Space’s new gallery at
Molenstraat 81/83 (whereas the old location on Plaatsnijdersstraat still appeared on the rear
cover, in support of the parrotic aesthetic); “L'auteur regrette que ce ne soit pas
Mosselenstraat.” Scarce; with only a handful of OCLC copies discovered for each work.
06

(Broodthaers, Marcel)

Kunstmarkt: Verein progressiver deutscher Kunsthändler Köln. [Group of rst six
catalogues].
Köln: 1967-1972.
Group of six Kunstmarkt catalogues of uniform format (45 x 31 cm. wrappers; elegantly-designed on various
stocks): (1) 1967, contents of [24] pages to glossy illustrated leaves, with map of Köln illustrated to verso of rear
cover; (2) 1968, [4], 49. [1] pages, with text in both German and English. Manuscript annotations to oorplan;
(3) 1969, printed dos-a-dos, with [24] pages dedicated to dealers, and [18] pages dedicated to exhibited artists,
with colour photographs; (4) 1970, [52] pp., illustrated in b&w; (5) 1971 catalogue—featuring intervention by
Marcel Broodthaers—with [74] pages (illus. in b&w). Minor abrasion to front cover; and (6) [72] pages,
illustrated in b&w. Accompanied by xerographic copy of Capital Künst Kompass for 1971; 4 pp., rectos only.
€ 750

Group of catalogues from the rst years of the “progressive” Köln Kunstmarkt—which helped
establish the parameters of the contemporary art market and, simultaneously, incite the ire of
the anti-art movement. Exhibitors documented here including: Art & Project, René Block,
Leo Castelli, Feigen, Konrad Fischer, König, Paul Maenz, Studio Marconi, Neuendorf,
Niepel, Onnasch, Denise René, Schmela, Sonnabend, Der Spiegel, Sperone, Videogalerie
Schum, John Weber, Michael Werner, Wide White Space, Zwirner.
Of note: the 1971 catalogue, which features the latest instalment of Marcel Broodthaers’s
Musée d’ar moderne cycle; namely, the Section Financière, in which Broodthaers occupied the
2pp. in the catalogue reserved for the Michael Werner gallery with a loud proposition of a
re-sale—Musée art moderne a vendre, 1970-1971, pour cause de faillite—with a list of Werner’s
artists (including Broodthaers) subtly inventoried on the left hand side of the composition. To
complete this work (in something of a mise-en-abyme), Broodthaers o ered 19 copies of the
Kunstmarkt catalogue for sale at Werner’s gallery (Nov. 8-13), each wrapped in o set litho
dust-jackets that almost-exactly matched this re-sale composition found within, albeit with
the names of Werner’s artists replaced by 19 aigles honoured by Broodthaers: e.g. Baudelaire,
Hugo, Buster Keaton, Magritte, Edgar Poe, Rothko, Schwitters, Jonathan Swift…
Within this copy of the 1971 catalogue (rather humorously) a xerographic reproduction of
Capital’s Kunst Kompass, ranking the top 100 contemporary artists, as stocks.
07

Broodthaers, Marcel

Musée d'art moderne à vendre - pour cause de faillite. [Section Financière].
Köln: Michael Werner, 1971.
Kunstmarkt catalogue from 1971, wrapped in Broodthaers’ designed dust-jacket, which echoes his interior
composition for the Michael Werner gallery. Copies of this “completed” edition of the work were available for
sale at Werner’s gallery the month following the Kunstmarkt. is copy unsigned.

>> Copy available / Inquiries welcome <<
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08

Buren, Daniel

Avertissement. [Dossier concerning Buren’s version of the artist contract].
1974-1993.
Small dossier of documents pertaining to the ownership and rights-of-sale for a Daniel Buren artwork. Namely:
(1) xerographic facsimiles of one of Buren's custom artist contracts (i.e. Avertissement) pertaining to a 1974
fabric painting (red); two versions of said contract (in French) for a total of [4] pp., with one of those versions
accomplished-in-manuscript with diagrams illustrating 4 authorized installations of the work; (2) a set of 4
documents (in English and German) from an unsuccessful attempt to auction said work at a Christie's
Contemporary Art sale (New York, 1993). ese documents accompanied by (3) a holograph letter from Buren
from 1971 (in French), on Museum Mönchengladbach letterhead.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17552.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17552b.jpg
€ 350

An illustrative group of materials, documenting Daniel Buren's bespoke approach to the artist
contract—i.e. his Avertissement, which he rst developed along with lawyer Michel Claura in
1968-1969, in advance of Seth Sieglaub's 1971 Artists's reserved rights transfer and sale
agreement. Without observing the various clauses of the avertissement, the buyer nulli es
Buren's authorship, thus rendering the artwork back into its mere materials. In this particular
instance, Buren appends to the standard terms of the contract four potential (and exclusive)
manners of installing this fabric work, either directly on the wall or mounted on a leaning
chassis.
is copy of the avertissement having been produced to facilitate an (unsuccessful) auction
sale of said painting at Christie’s (Contemporary Art, 1993); documents related to that sale
included here, along with a (tangentially-related) 1971 manuscript letter from Buren, in
which he refers to his principle of never signing his works.
09

(Burroughs, William S.) / Malanga, Gerard (photographer)

William Burroughs in front of Exec. Hdqtrs, Burroughs Corp., NYC.
New York, 1975.
Large format gelatin silver print photograph (45 x 29 cm.), with wide margins; matted in aluminum frame (63 x
48 cm.). With Malanga's embossed stamp at bottom right margin of print. Verso signed, dated, titled, and
numbered by Malanga, as print number 4 of 10.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18019.jpg
€ 3200

e Burroughs Corporation had begun as the American Arithometer Company in 1886,
founded by William Seward Burroughs—designing adding-machines for businesses, before
eventually moving into the world of mainframe computers. Following the scandalous
reception of Naked lunch, Burroughs’ namesake grandson was allegedly pressured to sign a
contract that would prohibit him from associating with the family business.
Here, amidst this Beat legend, Gerard Malanga captures something of a protest portrait of his
friend; standing de antly outside of the Corporation's Manhattan headquarters, decidedly
out-of-line.
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10

Bury, Pol

La main heureuse. [Prospectus].
Bruxelles: Éditions Cobra, 1949.
Prospectus card (9 x 13.5 cm.), with bold text printed over-top a owing Bury lithograph in green. Fine.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18032.jpg
€ 120

Handsome prospectus card for the 1949 Cobra publication of Le main heureuse, which
featured illustrations from Pol Bury accompanying a text by Marcel Havrenne. e book was
ultimately published in 1950.
11

(Bury, Pol) / Havrenne, Marcel

Pol Bury (Points de repère, No. 2).
Charleroi, [Belgium]: Galerie Le Parc, 1950.
Illustrated self-wrappers (14 cm.); staple-bound, with adverts to rear cover. Contents: [8] pp., reproducing 4
small designs from Bury, with a fth to front cover.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18035.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18035b.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18035c.jpg
€ 150

“Comme on dit d'un écrivain qu'il pèse ses mots, on peut dire de Pol Bury qu'il pèse ses
couleurs.” A selection of Bury's post-Surrealist, abstract designs are here accompanied by
analysis from Marcel Havrenne, with whom Bury had collaborated the previous year, with La
main heureuse, published by Éditions Cobra.
With no OCLC records discovered.
12

Caminati, Aurelio

[Small collection documenting Caminati’s practice of Trascrizioni animate].
[Italy], 1976-1980.
A gathering of catalogues, invitations, artist statements, production material, and critical analyses. For a full
descriptive list see: http://www.paperbooks.ca/memoria
€ 750

“For me, it wasn't so much a question of quitting painting; of adopting another media. It was
more about entering into painting's fullest depth; of going even deeper. I wanted to animate
the painting [through its decoding and reconstruction]. To animate the characters, to make
the colours live, to move through real space as though it were the space of a canvas.”
Not unlike Allan Kaprow—in the sense of occupying a post-painterly/post-theatrical space,
albeit with an European sense of History—Aurelio Caminati moved beyond his irtations
with Surrealism and Pop to develop a distinct aesthetic theory of sdoppiamento—i.e. of
doubling; of cloning with a di erence.
us began his cycle of trascrizioni animate
(1975-1980)— rst developed in his collaborative project with Claudio Costa, Il museo di
Monteghirfo (see #19 below)—in which he derived historical (and often traumatic) narratives
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from literature or painting, & transcribed them into present-day performances—via
costumes, actors, choreography, and time.
us, in 1976, oating on a barge in Milan’s Naviglio Grande, Caminati staged a re-creation
of Manzoni’s account of the 1630 plague. Sponsoring this action, the city’s cultural board
would declare: “ e great traumas, like plague and famine, leave their traces within the
genetic memory of man. Caminati reanimates these traces, these things from our collective
psychology; he builds machines through which they are made present, and through which
culture and reality transverse.”
O ered here: a cache of catalogues, ephemera, and archival materials that document this rich
experiment in radical performance and collective psychotherapy.
13

Christo / Various others

KWY 7: Revista trimestral d'arte actual. (Inverno 1960).
Paris: Groupo KWY, 1960.
Jute cover (30.5 cm.) with title stencilled in black; thin cloth spine. Rear cover features textual composition from
Lourdes Castro advertising an upcoming KWY exhibition, printed to thick board. Contents: [36] pages
(including covers), including 6 tipped b&w plates and 6 serigraphs; four of those from Christo, with one of
them folding. One leaf starting to pull loose; nonetheless, a remarkably well-preserved copy of this fragile
binding—accompanied by original promotional band, with text printed red-on-black.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18003.jpg
€ 1200

Seventh number of this avant-garde serial published by this group of mostly-Portuguese
artists residing in Paris (1958-1964); the letters K, W, Y being those which appear least
frequently in everyday Portuguese words.
is particular issue most notable for being designed by Christo; who was responsible for the
jute cover, as well as for four of its six serigraphs—which clearly re ect the contours of his
early work with barrels, which had begun in 1958.
Also featuring an homage to German artist Karl Friedrich Brust. Additional editors for this
issue identi ed as the couple Lourdes Castro & René Bertholo, Jan Voss, João Vieira, José
Escada, João Vidal, and J.M. Simões.
14

(Cinema) / Anger, Kenneth / Brakhage, Stan / Cinema 16 / Living

eatre

Experimental cinema: e Living eatre presents Kenneth Anger's Fireworks and
Inauguration of the Pleasure Dome / Brakhage's Re ections on black / Stan
VanDerBeek's What? Who? How?
New York: Living

eatre, 1960.

Silkscreen poster (36 x 22 cm.); printed cyan & red on ecked yellow sheet. Slight scu to top corner; Near Fine.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17742.jpg
€ 400

Poster for a Living
eatre programme of experimental cinema, as curated by Amos &
Marcia Vogel's pioneering lm society Cinema 16. Comprised of short lms from Kenneth
Anger (Fireworks and Inauguration of the Pleasure Dome), Stan Brakhage (Re ections on black),
and Stan VanDerBeek (What? Who? How?).
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15

(Cinema) / Smith, Jack

Exotic sacri ce of lucky landlord paradise enters spiritual oasis fantasyland of
socialistic art... [Memorial card].
New York, 1989.
Memorial announcement card (21 x 14.5 cm.); printed recto/verso. Very slight bump to top corner; Near Fine.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17500.jpg
€ 250

“ e nurse spoke again as we switched places to make up the other side of the bed. ‘Does
your friend believe in God?’ he continued, nodding toward Jack, who lay against my chest like
a crumpled Pieta. I was a little dazed. I hadn't slept in three or more days. I was surprised to
hear him speak. ‘Does Jack Smith believe in God?’ I repeated. ‘No. No, Jack Smith doesn't
believe in God. God, however, believes in Jack Smith!’ Suddenly, Jack's body shook with a
rattling cough, accompanied by what sounded like laughter. e nurse was horri ed. e
coughing went on for several minutes. ‘My God!’ I thought. ‘Is Jack laughing?’” (Susana
Ventura in Flaming creature). Here: a poetic memorial card for Jack Smith: “legendary
lmmaker, theatrical genius, and exotic art consultant;” complete with penguins, Lola
Montez, and one last assault on the Landlords. With service to be held at the East Village's
Performance Space 122.
16

CoBrA / Vandercam, Serge

Serge Vandercam.
[Bruxelles]: Galerie Aujourd'hui, 1958.
Invitation/catalogue. Sheet of rice paper, printed recto-only, folding down to 21 cm. panels, with an interior
composition (41 x 27.5 cm.) featuring a dramatic reproduction of one of Serge Vandercam's works, accompanied
by a critical text by Philippe d’Arschot. Minor spotting to upper corner of cover; otherwise Near Fine.
€ 120

Of the painter Vandercam, d’Arschot writes: “Il est des chants qui ont pour objet de louer le
silence. Il est un art qui prend le large pour nous parler la langue muette des dieux.”
17

Copley, William

CPLY: Western songs. [And related exhibition ephemera].
Köln: Onnasch Galerie, 1974.
€ 150

Bright pink wrappers (20.5 cm. square); side-stapled, with minor creasing. Contents: [12]
pages, featuring b&w reproductions of nine paintings. With 3 OCLC records discovered.
Accompanied by typescript letter on gallery letterhead, promoting the exhibition to the editor
of an arts-magazine, along with 3 glossy b&w photographic reproductions of Copley's works,
with titles supplied in manuscript to versos & photographer's stamp (Friedrich Rosenstiel).
Also accompanied by an invitation for a Copley exhibition at Onnasch's New York gallery
(Works, 1946-1972), along with a catalogue for an exhibition at Hamburg's Galerie
Neuendorf in 1970.
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18

Costa, Claudio

Claudio Costa: 21 novembre-15 dicembre 1969.
Genova: Galleria La Bertesca, 1969.
Artist book/catalogue. ick card-stock boards (29 cm.), spiral-bound, with titles printed in red to front panel,
which also features two (presumed intentional) errors: a useless row of binding-perforations to the bottom edge,
and a vertical slice extending below the apex of a printed arc of dots. Some foxing to boards. Contents: 21 leaves,
printed on various coloured stocks. Illustrated throughout after photographs, as well as with 4 black-and-white
plates (hors-texte). Concludes with descriptive catalogue of nine of Costa’s works (1968-1969).
€ 350

“La prima impressione che si ricava guardano il tuo lavoro è che esso si basa su una grossa
curiosita per tutto quello che riguarda le forme gia trovate esistenti e per materiali che mi pare
siano tipicamente locali, cioè mentre altri artisti usano materiali tecnologici per fare il
riassunto, lo strumento di un mondo esistenziale, tu localizzi più precisamente un tuo
immaginario privato.” us begins the interview of Claudio Costa by Tommaso Trini, which
is reproduced in this catalogue for Costa’s rst solo show at La Bertesca. Along with texts
from Germano Beringheli, Carlo Morandi, and Costa himself (also present in French
translation).
With no OCLC records discovered. SBN records three copies; with the copy preserved at
Fondazione Giorgio de Marchis also featuring the ambiguously “useless” binding-perforations
to the bottom of the front board; interpreted by this cataloguer as a form of arte povera.
19

Costa, Claudio / Caminati Aurelio

Museo attivo di antropolgia contemporanea (Monteghirfo). [Small archive].
Liguria, [1975].
is small archive composed of ve lots: (1) a handmade artist book (Indagine su una cultura. Monteghirfo, 4
ottobre 1975). Green cardstock covers (38 x 28 cm.), laminated in plastic and fastened by two bolts. With titles
stencilled in black to front cover. Red “Museo Monteghirfo” hand-stamps to both recto and verso of rear cover.
Contents: across [28] leaves (secured within laminate sleeves): 122 photographs (9 x 12 cm., or the reverse), 14
of those in colour, with a dozen manuscript captions inscribed in black marker. A handful of photographs appear
to have been removed. Along with: (2) Monteghirfo: Museo di antropologia (Sezione Arte Moderna); sidestapled in plain wrappers (32 cm.), with red Museo hand- stamp to front cover, along with manuscript
annotation identifying this as copy 23/99 (signed by Segretario Abdoul). Divided into two sections: (i) a
prospectus of the project (9 pp.) illustrated by hand-drawn map and a plate of images of the museum’s objects
and (ii) Controprocesso: “veri ca per una processualità contro–” (11 pp.), also illustrated by hand-drawn map and
b&w photo; (3) a promotional brochure/invitation produced by Costa and Caminati for the project (Della
composizione generale del mondo, della divisione del tempo dell’uomo e delle cose a Monteghirfo), describing the
Monteghirfo region, the goals of their work, and a short programme of events for the opening day (October
4th); this copy accompanied by manuscript invitation from the two artists. Along with: (4) a photo-edition of 8
chromogenic prints (25 x 19.5 cm.) documenting the white-magic ritual of sperlegoevia, with red Museo handstamps to both rectos and versos. Preserved within original envelope, with transparent window to front.
Manuscript notes to envelope’s verso identify this as number 2 from an edition of 10, signed by Segretario
Abdoul. Some curling to prints; now preserved in archival album. And: (5) a small group of manipulated b&w
photographs of Aurelio Caminati from his performance of Controprocesso.
€ 3000

In 1975, Claudio Costa & Aurelio Caminati sought to contribute to the developing (postDuchampian) critique of the museum, as well as to the evolving anthropological turn in
contemporary art, with their “active museum of contemporary archaeology” at Monteghirfo.
Rather than transport everyday objects into the museum, in a bid to disrupt that institution’s
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sacred aura, the duo instead attempted to mobilize that aura for productive purposes; to
transpose it onto those quotidian objects in situ.
us, in 1975 they traveled into the Ligurian countryside of their childhoods—where a
vibrant pre-modern peasant culture still persisted—and acquired the keys to the home of a
recently-deceased resident. Here, they instituted the Museo di Monteghirfo. Tools, furniture,
rooms, animals, and even magic rituals (i.e. the white-magic practice of “sperlengoevia”) were
selected, catalogued (in the local dialect), and framed; both for the bene t of those individuals
who were present to the action, but also for the cameras that would preserve this ephemeral
museum’s being. us: the present handmade photo-book, which documents the opening day
of the Museo, along with Aurelio Caminati’s rst experiment with his trascrizioni animate
(see item 12 above): Controprocesso, in which—by performing local rites—he adopted “the
voice of a humble magic that tries to save things and people from the wreckage of memory,
thus recovering the apotropaic and symbolic values of everyday objects: the blessed olive tree
and the sacred oil as amulets, the wooden crib as symbol of birth and purity, the iron bellows
as symbol of work. ese are anked by disturbing modern presences, such as the three male
nurses, ‘symbols of violence against the mind’” (Solimano, 2000).
Scarce documentation of a signi cant contribution to the artist’s museum tradition.
20

Daily Bul and Co.

Exposition itinérante. [Invitation and lea et].
Paris: ARC2 (Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris), 1976.
Exhibition ephemera comprising two items: (1) an invitation (bifolium, 16 cm. square), printed in black-andred, with 54 artist names to verso. And an A4 lea et, with artist statement to recto and questionnaire to verso.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/16654.jpg
€ 120

Ephemera from the Paris iteration of this traveling exhibition from the post-CoBrA
publishers. e handsome invitation features a who’s who of names—e.g. Alechinsky, Baj,
Ben, Bury, Christo, Dotremont, Filliou, Folon, Iannone, Miro, Oppenheim, Spoerri—with the
questionnaire supposedly having been supplied to said artists: e.g. “Parmi les themes proposes,
m’intéresse(nt): (a) ethique: le ridicule, l’amour, le dérisoire, la critique, l’utile, les notions…”
21

Debord, Guy

La société du spectacle. ("

e bootlegger's bootleg").

Maastricht: Jan van Eyck Academie, 1996-1997.
VHS cassette (PAL), with manuscript titles to label. Run-time of 87:45, with French audio and English
subtitles. Preserved in original case with printed liner notes; text in Dutch and English. Digitally-archived
as .mov le (19.95 GB); housed in accompanying USB key. Low- excerpts can be viewed at https://vimeo.com/
cloudforgets.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/16853.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/16853b.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/16853c.jpg
€ 300

In 1973, Guy Debord produced La société du spectacle, a cinematic adaptation of his 1967 text
of the same name. Removed from circulation in the early 1980s, this collage- lm sunk into
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relative obscurity until it was aired on national French television following Debord’s 1994
suicide. From a dubbed version of that memorial broadcast, the SUNY lm professor Keith
Sanborn produced a VHS version with English subtitles, under the cover of “Ediciones La
Calavera,” providing the form through which Debord’s lm would nally reach a North
American audience.
Selling VHS cassettes of his version for $30, both through mail-order and at screenings,
Sanborn would draw the ire of the radicals behind the Not Bored! zine, who started to troll
Sanborn in 1996 and o er their own dubs (of his dub) for $5 each. Ironically, the success of
Not Bored! was unsustainable, and, by 2003 (after a brief price hike to $10), they were forced
to concede that they couldn’t justify the labour required to meet demand for the tapes;
encouraging those who wanted a copy to wait for the upcoming DVD release by Gaumont.
In 1997, back in Europe, another bootleg of the Calavera tape was produced; in the context of
a symposium/exhibition on consumer culture organized by a research group at the Jan Van
Eyck Academie in Maastricht. “ e bootlegger’s bootleg of the lm without copyrights!” e
present cassette issues from this latter edition; digitized by us in the Winter of 2020.
22

Dibbets, Jan

[Photo-illustrated invitation to Bykert Gallery].
New York: Bykert Gallery, 1971.
Invitation. Original silver gelatin photograph printed to recto (16.5 cm. square), with creasing to lower edge and
corner. Postmarked to verso (April 15) and addressed to the Allen Memorial Museum in Oberlin, Ohio.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17293.jpg
€ 250

Clever invitation from Jan Dibbets, for his exhibition running from April 21–May 15,
composed from a sequence of nine, progressively de-exposed photographs of the ground oor
sign for New York’s Bykert Gallery at 24 East 81st Street.
23

e Diggers (of San Francisco)

e Invisible Circus: a 72 hour sustained enviroenmental [sic] community home.
San Francisco:

e Communication Company, 1967.

Gestetnered yer/invitation.

is variant printed to pink-coloured wove sheet (28 cm.). Fine condition.

http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17426.jpg
€ 300

“ ose involved [in planning the Invisible Circus] wanted to show-up the feebleness of most
public gatherings, like the Human Be-In, by providing an ample opportunity for everyone
who came to enjoy themselves as active participants in the happening, not passive stargazers”
(Emmett Grogan, cf. Digger Archives).
Here: a pristine copy of an invitation to the ambitious weekend festival organized by the San
Francisco Diggers & the Artist Liberation Front. Although the yer boasts that the Invisible
Circus would run “no less” than 72 hours, the hosting Glide Memorial Church canceled
proceedings by Sunday morning, after more than 5000 people showed-up on the rst night.
Of note: the John Dillinger Computer Service, directed by Richard Brautigan, is here
advertised (rather presciently) as a “Clouds Computor.” Using the Gestetner machines of e
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Communication Company, this Service functioned as an instant newspaper, printing hourly
bulletins & messages to be distributed through the crowds. “It was the analog equivalent of
texting your friends and letting them know what was what” (Coyote, Notes from a revolution).
With single OCLC record discovered for this iteration of the invite (Northwestern).
24

e Diggers (of San Francisco)

Term paper.
[San Francisco]: [

e Communication Company], 1967.

Gestetnered yer, printed recto-only to white sheet (28 cm.); previously folded. Some creasing, especially to topleft corner, with short edge-tear to one of fold-lines; nonetheless—a clean, stable copy of a scarce text.
€ 200

“the diggers are a rebellion against commodities and the hierarchy of commodity values.
rough FREE, diggers expose the lie of the oppressive rationality of commodities and a rm
their human superiority... when it is no longer bought with money, the commodity lies open
to criticism and modi cation... WE express a disgust for a uence and its price. WE are the
advanced sector whose autonomous activity denies its values.”
A concise manifesto from the San Francisco Diggers, foregrounding their oft-neglected
contribution to the history of political economy—with their emphases on autonomous labour
and Free pricing. Of note: a number of gestures towards radical Black politics; in 1967, there
were direct links between the Diggers and the Black Panthers, who printed the rst few issues
of their newspaper via e Communication Company. With single OCLC record discovered.
25

e Diggers (of San Francisco)

Brothers ...

e Diggers have a hotel ...

San Francisco:

e Communication Company, [1967].

Gestetnered yer, printed to recycled stock (28 cm.), as typical. Fine.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17427.jpg
€ 200

An example of the Diggers’ autonomy in-action, as e Communication Company prints this
solicitation for help in renovating a three- oor home acquired to function as a free
hotel. “Plan to have all night center, sack out places for singles & couples, free movies, theater,
acid rescue, dream life for street orphans, everything we have is yours. Make your thing come
true. Show up, help us. All will be free.” With single OCLC record discovered.
26

Dubu et, Jean

Jean Dubu et: écrits et lithographies. [Poster].
Paris: Galerie La Pochade, 1968.
Large lithograph (62 x 48 cm.), in three colours. Minor spot of discolouration to left-side, with some light ink
traces to margins. A crisp, bright copy; Near Fine.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18009.jpg
€ 850

A striking lithographic poster designed for an exhibition at Galerie La Pochade, where
Dubu et and Max Loreau would launch their Cercaux ’sorcellent collaboration.
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27

Dubu et, Jean / (Art Brut)

Jean Dubu et: écrits et lithographies. [Invitation].
Paris: Galerie La Pochade, 1968.
Invitation/catalogue. Long cream sheet (75.5 x 11.5 cm.), folding down to 6 panels. With front panel illustrated
after Dubu et design. Bump to top corner, with minor spot to rear panel.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17722.jpg
€ 200

With the front panel echoing the design from the exhibition’s poster (see previous entry), the
verso of this invitation/catalogue is composed as a vertical leporello; o ering an eccentric arthistorical timeline of Dubu et’s oeuvre and the corresponding development of the Art Brut
aesthetic (1921-1967).
28

Dupuy, Jean

Video ergo sum.
[New York], [1987/1988].
Black acrylic paint on white-painted cloth (19 x 22 cm.). Rough edges to three sides of cloth (as issued), with
short tear to top-right corner (2 cm.); not a ecting composition. Dupuy's name supplied as anagram (YPUDU)
via blue hand-stamp to lower-left, followed by date in black ink. Likely from the rst edition of 16 iterations of
this composition exhibited at Emily Harvey Gallery.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17047.jpg
€ 1000

Parallel to his anagrammatic works, Jean Dupuy developed a series of playful, pseudomultiples—taking the form of acrylic word-paintings on cloth— rst exhibited at the Emily
Harvey Gallery in New York in 1988. One of these compositions invented the mantra “Video
ergo sum”—a post-modern, post-McLuhan update on Descartes, which Dupuy would
thereafter explore through a cycle of language/sculpture works (1988-1989).
29

Dupuy, Jean

Grün. (Tchernobyl Apr. 86).
[New York], [1987/1988].
Red acrylic paint on white-painted cloth (12.5 x 19 cm.). With subtitle hand-stamped in black. Signed by
Dupuy in his anagrammatic style (YPUDU) in black ink. Pinholes to top edge. Likely from the original edition
of 25 iterations exhibited at Emily Harvey Gallery.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18015.jpg
€ 850

Parallel to his works on language disorders (e.g. stuttering, palilalia), Jean Dupuy developed a
series of playful, pseudo-multiples—taking the form of acrylic paintings on cloth— rst
exhibited at the Emily Harvey Gallery in New York in 1988. One of these compositions
addressed the recent nuclear disaster in Chernobyl, through an aesthetic of mutation—with
Dupuy painting the word green in various languages, via red acrylic (e.g. vert, grün, verde,
žalias, зеленый, ירוק, 緑). is being the German variant, of which there were two in the
original EHG exhibition.
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30

Equipo Crónica

Euqipo cronica [sic].
[Valencia]: Francisco J. Alberola, [1971].
Handmade book. Sti black wrappers (22 x 24 cm.); bound with inner plastic coil. Title (mis-spelt) handlettered to rst page. Contents: 28 leaves, with ve of those folding—the rst 19 leaves composed of b&w glossy
reproductions of Equipo Cronica works (pasted against each other, recto/verso), along with some behind-thescenes photographs of Solbes and Valdéz at work; the remaining leaves incorporating 16 colour transparencies of
paintings and sculptures (ranging from 4-10 cm. squared), each hand-numbered sequentially—to signal a total
of 57 pages. To verso of rear cover: “diseño y fotogra as: francisco j. alberola.”
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18037.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18037b.jpg
€ 950

is handmade photo-book appears to be the maquette for a 1971 Valencia publication
attributed to F. J. Alberola—friend & photographer of Equipo Crónica (established in 1964
by Rafael Solbes, Manolo Valdés, and Joan Antoni Toledo).
A remarkable early survey of the group’s post-Pop style, which Valdés later articulated in a
Tate interview: “We used ‘Pop’ but questioned it. We took the images (language) but knew it
had to be di erent from the United States. We felt that American Pop lacked the political
content. Lichtenstein, Warhol could be useful, but we had ahead of us quite a distinct
challenge, as we faced a political situation very di erent from that encountered by US artists.
us to us Pop was a means to engage in a political battle, but also a way out and against the
domineering artistic tendencies associated with Informel. We relied heavily on historical
painting, which we converted into Pop. For us the Museo del Prado represented the utmost
expression of popular culture. Its contents became our main source of inspiration and through
our Pop language we transformed legendary paintings belonging to the Spanish tradition –
Goya, Velázquez – into prints for wide distribution. Turning high culture into mass culture
proved to be a strong aesthetic exercise.”
With single record discovered (MoMA) for a 1971 publication from Alberola (Equipo
Crónica, 1968-71), which appears to add 3 pp. of biography to these photographic contents.
31

Filliou, Robert

Petite histoire un peu sainte.
Mane, France: Robert Morel, 1969.
Circular artist book, bound by thick brass-ring. Contents: [50] printed discs, with diameters of 6 cm., about half
of them printed both recto/verso; the covers printed white-on-blue. Save for some edge-wear, a Near Fine copy.
Text in French. One of 500 copies.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/16765.jpg
€ 400

A remarkable work of poetry from Robert Filliou; “half-sacred,” with a series of gures linked
in causal procession: Man before woman before temptation before apple, before snake, sh,
sea, ood, rain... “La foi, / la foi croyait avant / dieu, / dieu pleurait avant / le diable, / le diable
ricanait avant / la mort, / la mort / c'est le passé de l’homme.” Bound in an eternal ring, the
sequencing between phenomena (i.e. from disc to disc) is more deliberate and fateful than it
would've been via codex. With only 2 OCLC records discovered outside of France.
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32

Filliou, Robert

Research in poetical economy / Einladung zur Teilnahme:
Solidaritätsveranstaltung für Angela Davis.
Köln: galerie art intermedia, 1971.
Invitation/event score. Broadsheet lea et (19 x 20 cm.), illustrated to recto with thumbnail pro le of Angela
Davis. Original English version of text printed to verso, along with facsimile of Filliou's signature and his
manuscript inserts. e German translation that's printed to recto is supplemented by bank account details, for
solicited donations. Horizontal fold-line, otherwise Near Fine.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17144.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17144b.jpg
€ 300

“On Sunday afternoon 31st of October 1971, I will shake hands with and thank any person
contributing 40 Marks to the defense fund of Angela Davis, whose trial begins the 1st of
November in Los Angeles. No work will be sold, no signature given, no photo, no record, and
yet I attach a value to my presence and my act: 40 D.M. per person met, talked to, and shaked
hands with.”
A scarce survival from Robert Filliou's interdisciplinary research into poetical economy. With
this action, he proposed to explore the experimental concepts of “availability-value,” “memoryvalue,” and “solidarity-value,” as supplementary to traditional political-economic concepts
such as exchange & surplus-value. Incredibly prescient, Filliou here anticipates both the
a ective turn in economics, as well as the centrality of crowd-funding and immaterial labour
to the functioning of contemporary digital culture.
Ironically, given our current o ering, one of Filliou's amendments to the English text reads:
“ ere is nothing tangible to buy, so nothing to resell later on.” With only a single OCLC
record discovered (Köln).
33

Filliou, Robert

O! Le jeu de vi(d)e.
Hamburg: Ed. Gri elkunst, [1984].
Lithographic print (55 x 41 cm.), signed by Filliou in pencil to lower left margin. One of 551 copies ( Jouval 97).
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18010.jpg
€ 400

One of Filliou’s playful prints for Ed. Gri elkunst (also in the series: Modern video model);
this composition incorporating his cédille/hinge motif, to create a visual poem based on the
geometry of Void. With single OCLC record discovered (BnF).
34

(Fluxus) / Jack Coke's Farmer's Co-op

Find the end: a uxgame.
[New York]: ReFlux Editions, circa 1967/1991.
Plastic box (11.5 x 9 cm.) with functioning clasp. Original label designed by Maciunas a xed to top of lid; with
Re ux blind-stamp to lower corner. Contents: coil of strings, knotted together to form single length.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18039.jpg
€ 300
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e idea for this playful multiple was originally attributed by Maciunas to Paul Sharits, who
himself attributed it to the farming students of Jack Coke at St. Cloud State College. Reassembled and re-issued by Barbara Moore's ReFlux Editions, circa 1991.
Scarce, with no OCLC records discovered.
35

(Fluxus) / Sohm, Hanns

Fröhliche Wissenschaft: Das Archiv Sohm. [Exhibition ephemera].
Stuttgart: [Staatsgalerie Stuttgart], 1986.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17340.jpg
€ 200

A group of 8 items relating to the pioneering neo-Dada/Fluxus collection of Hanns Sohm,
acquired by the Staatsgalerie Stuttgart in 1981, and celebrated in 1986 by the landmark
catalogue “Fröhliche wissenshaft”: das Archiv Hanns Sohm, along with the corresponding two
month exhibition.
is promotional grouping consists of (no. 1-2): a pair of exhibition photographs (11.5 x 23.5
cm.); well-preserved, save for minor curling; (3) an o cial invitation; oblong bifolium (10.5 x
21 cm.), printed to plush white stock, promoting the opening lecture, as well as the schedule
of lm and video screenings; (4) a press release from Staatsgalerie Stuttgart, dated November
5, 1986, inviting recipients to the exhibition preview / catalogue launch; (5) a programme for
the lm screening on November 22nd, listing works by Wolf Vostell, Otto Mühl, Kurt Kren,
Dieter Roth, Nam June Paik, and William Burroughs and Anthony Balch.; and (6-8) three
xerographic copies of exhibition reviews in the local press.
36

Higgins, Dick

I wonder if these are my last pieces.
New York, 1963.
Mimeographed yellow sheets; corner-stapled. Title-sheet followed by 6 pages. Near Fine.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17756.jpg
€ 350

A self-published group of ve texts, including the lengthy Six considerations of the angel.
Signed-o “Jobless New York. All of ‘em Summer 1963.” With only 3 OCLC records
discovered (Northwestern, Princeton, SUNY Bu alo).
37

Higgins, Dick

Just who knows what?
New York, [1964].
Corner-stapled mimeographed sheets; title-sheet followed by 8 pages. Near Fine.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17757.jpg
€ 350

A collection of 21 texts, including Danger music (Nos. 33 through 43) and Causes for German
militarism. Table of contents to cover-sheet. Note on nal page states: “All of ‘em qritten [sic]
at New York / Between 4/13/63 and 2/28/64.” With only 2 OCLC records discovered.
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38

Higgins, Dick

ree things by Dick Higgins.
New York, 1965.
O set-printed glossy broadside sheet (30.5 x 15.5 cm.); minor creasing.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17758.jpg
€ 150

e three short texts here being: Celestials (for Bengt af Klintberg), Graphis No. 131, and Long
constellation (Number 10) (for my father). With only 2 OCLC records discovered.
39

Higgins, Dick

[Set of Something Else Gallery invitations].
New York:

e Something Else Gallery /

e Something Else Press, 1966-1972.

Set of 3 poster-invitations to Something Else Gallery exhibitions. Each measuring 53 x 47 cm., folding down to
panels of 14 x 19 cm.; monochromatically printed in green, blue, and purple, respectively. Being: (1) Object poems
(collective exhibition; April 1966); (2) Intermedia / e arts in fusion (series of collective exhibitions, running
from April-May 1966); and (3) Wolf Vostell, Dogs and Chinese not allowed (May-June, 1966). All but the rst
printed recto/verso; hard fold-lines, preserved folded, as issued.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17726aa.jpg
€ 450

“Publicity was always a crucial problem [for the Something Else Press]... One way to call
attention to our books was to show them and the work of the artists we were publishing. So,
since I was living in a renovated brownstone house behind the Chelsea Hotel (at that time
the hotel where our European artist friends usually stayed when they were in New York), and
since there was a palatial living room on the rst oor in which I always felt at ease and never
used, I turned it into e Something Else Gallery, 238 West 22nd Street, New York, NY
10011. Al Hansen, Happener Extraordinary, became our gallery director. And there we
showed a program, through the spring of 1966, of ‘object poems,’ concrete poetry (the rst
New York exhibition of these works), works by Wolf Vostell (we also sponsored his major
happening, Dogs and Chinese not allowed,—the title came from the grim slogan of the
Belgravia Club in pre-World War II Shanghai) and Alison Knowles and others.”
40

Higgins, Dick

Something Else Newsletter. [First 6 numbers].
New York, 1966-1967.
€ 350

Group of the rst six numbers of Higgins' newsletter. Number 1 (Feb. 1966), Intermedia, 4
pp.; Number 2 (Mar. 1966), Games of art, 4 pp.; Number 3 (Apr. 1966), Intending, 4 pp.;
Number 4 (Aug. 1966), Serious Gabcard, 6 pp.; Number 5 (Feb. 1967), Serious Gabcard #2, 4
pp.; and Number 6 (May 1967), Against movements; 4 pages. Some sunning to a few issues;
most issues postmarked, with foldlines.
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41

Higgins, Dick

[Invitation to contribute to

e Erotikon].

[New York], circa 1978.
Postcard invitation (10 x 15.5 cm.), printed letterpress to thick card.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17796.jpg
€ 50

Solicitation by Higgins for contributions of erotic thoughts, to be assembled into a proposed
publication (seemingly never-published).
42

Holzer, Jenny

Money creates taste.
Minneapolis: Walker Art Center, 1991.
Rubber hand-stamp (6cm. surface length; wooden handle measuring 10 x 2 x 2 cm.). Stamp having been inked,
with halo of ink to surrounding wood. Title and colophon stamped to adjacent sides of handle.
€ 100

From the set of 6 stamps made by Holzer for the Walker Art Center, each featuring a
di erent one of her Truisms.
43

Immendor , Jörg / Reinecke, Chris

Der LIDLDRAUM ist...
Düsseldorf: LIDL, [1968].
Broadside (49.5 x 29.4 cm), printed acqua-green on cream sheet. Upper portion illustrated after photograph,
modi ed with the drawing of a LIDL can tied to the walker's leg. Manifesto text in German. Pinhole to upper
right, with minor edge-wear and end-curls; otherwise a well-preserved copy.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17218.jpg
€ 200

e phonetic neologism LIDL—chosen for its resonance with a baby’s rattle—was Jörg
Immendor ’s attempt to summon the Dada spirits, in pushing the boundaries between art,
politics, and life. In 1968, he and partner Chris Reinecke—both having studied in Beuys’
Kunstakademie—rented an apartment in Düsseldorf ’s old-town to gift a concrete artist-space
to the LIDL project; i.e. the LIDLRAUM sung about in this manifesto-poster.
e childishly-illustrated can that’s tied to the young man’s leg in this photo references the
scandal that Immendor had caused earlier that year—dring the rst LIDL action—when he
tied a wood-block painted in the colours of the German ag to his ankle, parading outside
the West German Parliament building.
44

Klein, Yves / Mack, Heinz

Reliefs lumineux et peintures de Mack.
Paris: Iris Clert, 1959.
Invitation card (18.5 x 20 cm.), with horizontal fold-line from mailing. Text printed to top-half of recto in
re ective silver, with one of Mack's aluminum reliefs reproduced below-the-fold, also in re ective silver. Verso of
card in funereal black, with rubbing to fold-line; accompanying envelope (10.5 x 21 cm.) also in black; some
scu ng.
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http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18020.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18020b.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18020c.jpg
€ 400

An elegant invitation from Mack's rst Parisian show, at Galerie Iris Clert. Featuring an
ecstatic text from Yves Klein on Mack's indirect approach to colour. “Le subtil piège, presque
macchiavélique, qu'il a tendu à la lumière a fonctionné, la couleur est là, transportée par la
lumière et constamment multipliée à l'in ni! Quant à ses croques-sensibilité, ils sont très
malins, ils vous prennent tout et ne vous donnent rien... Attention!”
45

Klein, Yves

Yves Klein: le monochrome: peintures de feu.
Paris: Galerie Tarica, 1963.
€ 200

Cream portfolio (27.5 cm.), with titles printed in brown. Contents: [4] pages as loose
gathering, featuring poem dedicated by André Verdet to Klein, a tipped b&w photographic
plate of Klein using his 1961 ame-thrower at the Gaz de France, and a 2 pp. text from
Pierre Restany (“Yves Klein et le langage de feu”). Accompanied by 4 loose photographic
plates (in-colour), reproducing Klein's re-works; each with pinholes to upper corners.
With only 3 OCLC records discovered.
46

[Klein, Yves] / Molinari, Ed (photographer)

[After Yves Klein]. Ronald Harns, 23, plummets from the roof of his four-story
Brooklyn apartment building...
New York: United Press International (agency), 1981.
Black-and-white laser-print wirephoto, over-sized (35 x 28 cm.), with typescript caption incorporated at top.
Horizontal fold-line to sheet, with white blob (in-image) a ecting bricks on central section.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17090.jpg
€ 120

On January 28th, 1981, photographer Ed Molinari captured the leap-into-the-void of Ronald
Harns, who jumped from the roof of his four-story Brooklyn apartment, after a dispute with
his mother. According to the caption, with the police already on the scene, Harns missed the
airbag “by about ve feet. He is listed in stable condition at a local hospital. His mother said
Harns had gotten ‘bad drugs’ over the weekend.”
47

Knoll International / Mies Van der Rohe, Ludwig

[Group of 5 furniture catalogues].
New York: Knoll International, 1969.
An uncommon group of 5 catalogs, each with photographically-illustrated wrappers (27 cm.). Ranging from 4
to 24 pages; fully-illustrated after b&w photographs. Accompanied by: a copy of the rare 1949 Mies van der
Rohe Knoll catalogue; this copy apparently bound absent one leaf.
€ 300
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Knoll designers—uniformly-introduced by these catalogues as “architects, engineers, and
sculpturs”—here represented include: Henry Bertoia, Marcel Breuer, Florence Knoll, Warren
Platner, Mies van der Rohe, Eero Saarinen, Tobia Scarpa, Richard Schultz, Kazuhide
Takahama, Bruce Tippett, and Hans Wegner.
48

(Lettrisme) / Isou, Isidore

Le soulèvement de la jeunesse. [Tome 1: le problème].
Paris: Aux Escaliers de Lausanne / Librairie de la Porte Latine, [1949].
Printed wrappers (19.5 cm.) with green titles and borders. Minor toning to wraps, with minor chips to spineend; preserved in original glassine. Contents: 342, [2] pages. A remarkably well-preserved copy of the green
variant of the rst edition; no priority given between this cover design and the one printed in red.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17567.jpg
€ 750

A signi cant moment in post-Marxist thought—already signalling towards the
contradictions of the post-1968 generation—with Le soulèvement de la Jeunesse, Isidore Isou
shifted the focus of his “nuclear” philosophy from the elds of poetry and music to political
economy—discovering the revolutionary potential of Youth, as a force fundamentally external
to capitalist production. As lived-out over the next decade by the Lettrist ratés—whether
breaking friends out-of orphanages, or interrupting Easter mass at Notre Dame—“youth” was
more than a demographic category; it was a perspective. “Quel que soit son âge, tout individu
qui ne coïncide pas encore avec sa fonction, qui s'agite et lutte pour atteindre le centre d'agent
désiré.” Isou wouldn't publish Tomes II and III of this opus until 1971, well-after May '68.
is was the second book published by a small group of Swiss admirers of Isou, known as
Aux Escaliers de Lausanne; named after the steps adjacent the local university, where Isou
was forced to deliver a talk in 1948, having received no o cial invitation to enter the campus.
With only 2 OCLC records discovered in North America for this variant (Yale, Ottawa).
49

(Lettrisme) / Isou, Isidore

Le mouvement lettriste présente: Le livre noir du Ministere des A aires
Culturelles. Précédé d'une lettre ouverte à M. André Malraux par Isidore Isou.
[Paris]: Éditions PSI / Roland Sabatier, 1964.
Plain covers (27 cm.), with mimeographed titles to front panel; red-taped spine. Contents: 14 mimeographed
leaves.
€ 300

A biting appeal from the Lettrists to André Malraux, as the Minister of Cultural A airs,
amidst “une époque d’inculture lamentable.” Prefaced by a letter from Isou—in which he
implores Malraux to accept the Lettrists as the torchbearers of the avant-garde, and to thus
take their counsel—the bulk of this report concerns proposed Ministerial strategies to
improve the level of French culture, in the age of mass media. With the following identi ed
as researchers for the project: Dominique Basile, Roland Basler, Larent Dupont, Robert
Candela, Francois Choucas, Paul Gomer, Jean Gervais, Pierre Sable, and Stéphane Tousique.
With only 3 OCLC records discovered in North America; not in BnF.
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50

(Lettrisme) / Isou, Isidore

La theorie nucleaire de la monnaie et de la banque. La carte Copernicienne...
Paris: Isidore Isou c/o Librairie Anglaise, 1966.
Stapled binding, with blue-vinyl spine. Mimeographed contents (rectos-only): title page, followed by 60
numbered leaves.
€ 300

With this text, Isou applies his nuclear (i.e. quantum) vision of political economy to the
theory of money and banking—arguing how a Copernican turn away from the ideology of
the gold standard could better incorporate the innovative energies of external forces (e.g.
youth, innovators, the New); an argument that deserves reconsideration in our era of
quantitative easing, MMT, and crypto.
With a dozen OCLC records discovered in North America; the majority of those
representing a variant issue, distributed by the Centre de Créativité.
51

(Lettrisme) / Isou, Isidore / Tarkieltaub, Jacqueline (editor)

Calligraphie et hypergraphie. Suivi de Premiere histoire de la peinture et de la
calligraphie chinoises, considerées comme des domaines distincts, ayant, chacun,
une evolution spéci que, separée. [Ligne créatrice, numéro double: 19/20].
Paris: Ligne Créatrice, 1974.
Yellow printed wrappers (30 cm.), with thin black spine; preserved in glassine. Contents: [38] mimeographed
leaves. One of 80 trade copies from an edition of 100.
€ 150

Edited by Jacqueline Tarkieltaub, this double-number of the Lettrist serial Ligne créatrice
republishes two of Isou’s essays from 1966 on the evolutionary nature of writing/expression/
sign-making; speci cally addressing Chinese calligraphy in the second work. We have been
unable to locate earlier sources of publication for these essays.
52

(Lettrisme) / Lemaitre, Maurice

Sistème de notasion pour les lètries.
[Paris]: Editions Richard-Masse, 1952.
White wrappers (19 cm.), with black titles to front panel; minor crease to upper corner. Preserved with original
illustrated dust-jacket, printed black, white, and red on gray-blue eld; designed by De Turville. Some peripheral
chipping and minor loss to spine ends, but a well-preserved specimen of the jacket—which includes a lengthy
manifesto printed to rear wrapper (Le lettrisme), and a biography of Lemaître to rear ap (accompanied by
illustrated portrait). Contents: 67, [29] pages; the latter count printed rectos-only, mostly on musical staves (11
leaves, corresponding to the notation section of the work).
€ 450

A signi cant early text from Lemaître, innovating a new system of notation for Lettrist
poetry and music, in which letters themselves had become sonic/aesthetic material. In the
second part of the book, Lemaître places his notational system into practice, transcribing two
poems and one symphony. Preceded by “Note préliminaire sur l’orthografe,” which opens with
Joyce and Tzara.
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With only 6 OCLC records discovered in North America. Leftover sheets of this edition—
including the vibrant jacket—were recycled as the rst section of the 1955 work Bilan
lettriste.
53

Lemaître, Maurice / Isou, Isidore

Soiree d'action pour la renovation du theatre contemporain au conservatoire.
Paris:

eatre Neuf, 1964.

Programme. Two mimeographed letter-sized sheets, corner-stapled; 2 pages.
€ 50

Programme for an event on December 16, 1964 at the Conservatoire d'Art Dramatique, in
support of the mission of Lemaître's eatre Neuf. Includes a brief history of the project /
short manifesto, followed by a list of theatrical fragments to be addressed during the
presentations by Lemaître (Action pour la rénovation du théâtre contemporain) and Isou
(L'Evolution du théâtre, des Symbolistes aux Lettristes); as well as credits for the actors who'll be
reading the roles, under the direction of Isabelle Ehni, Edith Perret, Claude-Pierre Quemy,
and Roland Sabatier.
54

(Lettrisme) / [Lemaître, Maurice]

Les bases idéologiques de l'Union de la Jeunesse et de son candidat Maurice
Lemaitre aux élections législatives de mars 1967.
Paris: Front de la Jeunesse / Centre de Créativité, 1967.
Tan wrappers (27 cm.); side-stapled, with minor stain to top left corner. Mimeographed contents: 6 numbered
leaves, with advertisement for Isou's upcoming publication printed to verso of nal leaf. A xed to rear wrapper:
small ticket from the Centre de Créativité. A version of this text also appeared in the Jan/Feb 1967 issue of
Front de la Jeunesse. NB: pagination error—proper sequence should be: 1, 4, 3, 2, 5, 6.
€ 300

“Notre but n'est pas de créer une simple société socialiste ou communiste, où les hommes
travailleront également pour des plaisirs abondants et statiques. Notre but est d'avancer vers
une société idéale où les hommes vivront beaucoup plus, auront reduit au maximum la
malédiction du travail. Pour une joie ininterrompue, pour une extase en perpétuel
accroissement.”
Scarce campaign publication, outlining the programme of the Lettrist-a liated Union de la
Jeunesse, for whom Maurice Lemaître was running as a candidate in the 1967 legislative
elections.
is manifesto focused on nuclear-economic reforms to education, the credit
system, and plani cation. With only a single OCLC record discovered (Getty); not in BnF.
55

(Lettrisme) / Lemaître, Maurice

L'avant-garde photo. No. 1.
Paris: Centre de Créativité, 1984.
Self-wrappers (30 cm.); side-stapled. Contents: 18 xerographic leaves, printed rectos only. With an additional
leaf pasted to rear (i.e. not included in staple-binding), advertising an upcoming publication.
€ 300
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“Cet appel est un mouvement d'humeur (profondément fondé toutefois...). Un accès de rage
créatrice contre les photographes banaux or rétrogrades, ainsi que contre tous ceux qui les
soutiennent ou s'en nourrissent. Mais il sera suivi d'autres, et par d'autres, qui se liveront au
grand nettoyage, au grand lessivage, ouverts désormais par ce cri dans la photo. Un cri contre
toutes les escroqueries et les falsi cations photographiques, mais aussi et surtout pour la
photographie et le cinéma authentiquement créateurs et évolutifs.”
In addition to printing Lemaître's manifesto on avant-garde photography, the rst number of
this serial reproduces 14 of his photographic works (broadly-conceived), as well as his short
photo-roman entitled Seconde vie (3 pp.). e nal advertisement leaf, for the publication
Photos d'Avant-Garde (which is otherwise unrecorded), lists a taxonomy of artistic
photography: e.g. les photos—ciselées, pré-hypergraphiques, plissées, déchirées, brûlées,
fragmentées, vides, imaginaires, inimaginables, polyautomatiques, in nitésimales,
supertemporelles, commentées, ouvertes...
With only 3 OCLC records discovered for this original publication (BnF, Kandinsky, Yale); a
reprint (circa 1995) later gathered the rst ve numbers of this serial together.
56

Living

eatre

[Manuscript group of poetic texts from Living

eatre members].

Circa 1968-1969.
Manuscript group (all issuing from same provenance) comprising: (1) two typescript poems from Günther
Pannewitz, with manuscript corrections (6 pp. total; with Enthusiasm, natural high present in two versions),
accompanied by a manuscript letter from Pannewitz, authored in red marker; (2) Dolore, o dolore, a broadside
poem from James Tiro , o set-printed to glossy white sheet (46 x 23 cm.), with pink verso; (3) a typescript text
(3 pp.) attributed to Steven Ben Israel, addressing the Living eatre's avant-garde aesthetic, with numerous
manuscript corrections; and (4) six typescript poems from Echnaton (8 pages, on both onion-skin and graph
paper). Accompanied by: a copy of Living eatre poems (NY: Boss, 1968). Fully-illustrated wrappers (26 cm.),
featuring Saul Gottleib's striking multi-exposure image of Steven Ben Israel playing the Creature in
Frankenstein. Contents: [40] pages, printed on laid paper; some rubbing to covers.
€ 500

Mostly-addressed to "Jack," apparently in an editorial capacity, these poetic texts from four
Living eatre members express the life-acting philosophy of the group. With two of the
poems (from James Tiro and Echnaton) appearing in the 1968 publication from Boss
(Living eatre poems), a copy of which is included here. Based on the letter from Pannewitz,
written to the verso of a 1969 invitation to a New Year's party at San Francisco's Straight
eatre, it appears that a follow-up publication was here being considered.
e four writers represented here being quite active during the troupe’s European exile,
participating both as cast and crew/designers for Mysteries,
e maids,
e brig, and
Frankenstein.
57

Moorman, Charlotte (cellist) / Young, La Monte / Zazeela, Marian (designer)

Music of La Monte Young performed by La Mar Alsop, William Schoen, Charlotte
Moorman…
New York: Judson Hall, 1962.
Slim broadsheet yer (28 x 10.5 cm.). O set-printed to both recto/verso on cream-coloured wove paper.
Featuring verdant typography and vignette from Zazeela. Faint horizontal crease; otherwise Fine.
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http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17410.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17410b.jpg
€ 200

In the early 1960s, Charlotte Moorman was still relying on classical music gigs issued from
Local 802; although her avant-garde “habit” would soon swallow her whole. Of special
importance: this October 1962 performance at Judson Hall, for which she was invited by La
Monte Young to play cello on the minimalist Composition 1960 No. 7, in which each of the
performers had to hold a perfect fth “for a long time.” Said Moorman: “We held that fth
for sixty minutes. It was incredible, all the changes to hear... ese composers have opened up
a vast new sound world for the performer. It is so vast that one hardly dares to enter it.” Also
performed that evening: the rst New York rendition of Trio for strings.
58

Oldenburg, Claes

Trowel stuck in the ground: aanzichten + fundering. [Architectural drawing].
Arnhem: Sanders Verenigde Bedrijven N.V. / Stichting Sonsbeek, 1971.
Architectural drawing (54 x 84 cm.), preserved folded (panels of 20.5 x 30 cm.). Showing two views of the
supporting structure for Oldenburg's contribution to Sonsbeek '71; drawn at scale of 1:10. Text in Dutch.
€ 600

From the Arnhem-based architectural rm Sanders Verenigde Bedrijven, this architectural
drawing articulates two views of the critical supporting structure for Oldenburg’s large scale
monument installed for the experimental Sonsbeek ’71 festival; a 10 metre high welded-steel
trowel that appeared to be sunk directly in the ground; this drawing clarifying otherwise.
59

Ono, Yoko / Vautier, Ben

Assholes wallpaper.
Circa 1973-1975.
O set, black-and-white poster (56.5 x 43 cm.); this copy Near Fine. Silverman No. 278. Accompanied by a
“single” asshole sheet (27.5 x 43 cm.), with remnant of joining-tape to verso.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17310.jpg
€ 600

“But that’s not my wallpaper, that was Yoko Ono. My asshole photo was a visible asshole,
Yoko’s was just the ass, not the hole. So I would say the posters were not my assholes” (Vautier
interview with Jon Hendricks). While the concept for what’s now-known as Assholes
wallpaper has been attributed to both Ben Vautier and George Maciunas, the buttocks
themselves issue from stills from Yoko Ono’s Film No. 4 (aka Bottoms). e posters were
initially printed in 1973 by Giancarlo Politi’s Flash Art for inclusion in Fluxpack 3, with a
second run of prints issued in 1975.
Here, we include an anomalous version (prototype?), in which the print is composed of only
one pair of buttocks, with a remnant of tape to verso, suggesting that it had been joined to
other sheets. NB. the Fluxus Codex notes that the rst proposed wallpaper measured 24 x 34
cm., in keeping with this “solo” composition.
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60

Pettibon, Raymond (illustrator) / OFF!

First four EPs. [Censored version].
Brooklyn: VICE Music, 2010.
LP box-set, housed in slipcase illustrated by Raymond Pettibon (19 cm. square): four 7" vinyl records, each in
Pettibon-illustrated sleeves. Along with 12 pp. illustrated booklet, featuring credits, lyrics, and short text from
Pettibon. Minor scu to rear cover of slipcase, with slight bumping to corner of sleeves; Near Fine. is set
featuring the censored/withdrawn version of the sleeve design for the 4th EP (featuring Fuck people and Full of
shit).
€ 250

First release from the Keith Morris-fronted hardcore “boy band” (as per Pettibon's sarcastic
text in the liner notes). is particular set being one of the few that were distributed to band
members & record company employees, before the sleeve for the 4th EP was deemed too
scandalous for public release (featuring a cop exposing his penis to a young boy). All copies
were recalled/destroyed, with Pettibon supplying an alternate design for the o cial version.
61

(Photography) / Hopper, Dennis

Dennis Hopper: Fotogra en, 1961-1967.
Düsseldorf: Galerie Hans Mayer, 1988.
Trifold catalogue (25.5 cm.), reproducing 5 of Hopper's b&w photographs. With Hopper's artist bio to rear
panel.
€ 50

Galerie Hans Mayer here chooses to emphasize Hopper's portraiture, reproducing
photographs of portraits of Roy Lichtenstein, Andy Warhol, and Jean Tinguely to the interior
pages of this catalogue. With Hopper announced as present for the vernissage on August
26th.
62

(Photography) / Deveikis, William (engineer)

[Vernacular NASA engineering Polaroids].
Hampton, VA: Langley Research Center (NASA), circa 1961-1967.
A striking collection of 104 Polaroid photographs (9 x 11.5 cm. prints; across two formats) from the estate of
aeronautical engineer William Deveikis (1926-2019). With 49 loose prints, and a further 55 ACCO-bound, the
latter with manuscript annotations to wide margins.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17664.jpg
€ 2800

Working at NASA’s Langley Research Center from 1951-1983, the engineer William
Deveikis experimented on the stress-thresholds of aeronautic materials, simulating the
extreme pressures and heat of supersonic ight and space travel. He was also a talented
photographer.
In this group of Polaroids, Deveikis appears primarily concerned with the aesthetic merits of
his photography, rather than with the objective documentation of his experiments. Amongst
the modern objects & textures of his ight materials, Deveikis achieves a kind of space-age
Pictorialism.
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Just less than half of the Polaroids depict a series of Deveikis' scale-model experiments from
the early 1960s using Langley's cutting-edge wind tunnel technologies, which could simulate
the stresses of supersonic ight. Another 55 Polaroids—bound in a pseudo- ipbook—
document his 1967 shadowgraph experiments.
63

Picasso, Pablo / Penrose, Roland (translator)

Desire caught by the tail. A play in six acts by Pablo Picasso....
London:

ameside Production (

e Watergate

eatre) Ltd., 1950.

Programme. Wrappers (26 cm.) illustrated after Picasso self-portrait, with production credits appearing to both
front and rear covers. Contents: 6 pp. of mechanically-reproduced typescript pages. Slight tear to right margin of
front wrapper, else Near Fine. Accompanied by a group of 11 newspaper clippings, most featuring manuscript
annotations.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/16800.jpg
€ 500

“Language has been forced into a state of instability and like a spring uncoils with violence,
hitting out on all sides as it is released. What style could be more suitable to Picasso in
expressing the rage, the anxiety, and the nostalgia of Paris occupied by the Nazis during the
depths of the blackest winter of the war?” (Roland Penrose).
Written feverishly across three days in occupied Paris, Picasso’s rst play received a rather
honoured rst reading at the house of Michel Leiris, where it was directed by Albert Camus,
with a cast including Simone de Beauvoir, Jean-Paul Sartre, and Raymond Queneau. In
October 1950, the British surrealist Roland Penrose translated the play for a London
performance at the private Watergate eatre for a two-week run. Here, with a copy of the
scarce programme, Penrose provides a 6 pp. introduction for the audience, in which he
addresses the inter-arts tradition in which Picasso was working, the history of the play’s
development and reception, and an analysis of its violent language and imagery. e rear
wrapper announces that Penrose would lead a public discussion of the play’s themes on
Monday October 23rd.
is copy is accompanied by 11 contemporary newspaper clippings, in which this Watergate
production was uniformly—and savagely—critiqued; one of these reviews capturing two
photographs from a performance.
With only a single OCLC record discovered (at the British Library). Penrose’s introduction
would be reproduced, along with his translation, in the 1970 Calder and Boyars edition of the
text, save for an excised paragraph concerning Penrose’s expectations of future censorship.
64

Provo

Vertrouwelijk. [Air pollution in Amsterdam]. Provokatie nr. 11.
Amsterdam: Provo anarchistenblad, 1966.
Mimeographed yer (34 x 21.5 cm.).; corner-stapled, with previous fold-lines showing. Contents: [3] pages. Text
in Dutch.
€ 60

Urbanism-meets-ecology-meets-anarchism in 1966, when the short-lived Dutch group Provo
published a con dential report by the City Health Service concerning the state of air
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pollution in Amsterdam. Copies of this leak were inserted into the sixth number of the
group's self-titled serial, through which they'd earlier mobilized a bike-sharing service.
65

(Provo) / Stolk, Rob (printer)

[Lyndon B. Johnson, war criminal...]. Johnson oorlogsmisdadiger. Volgens
Rechtsnormen van Neurenberg en Tokio.
Amsterdam: Rob Stolk, 1968.
Group of four prints, each of them dated to versos in pencil. Printed to uniform white sheets (30.5 x 43 cm.);
variants include those with borders (printed in red, burgundy, and black inks) and without (in purple).
Centrefold lines to each; now preserved at. Dates penciled to versos: Feb. 28th, Mar. 6th, 20th, and 28th.
€ 400

While “Johnson, war-criminal” became a popular slogan during anti-Vietnam War protests in
the Netherlands, the Dutch Court ruled in 1967 that such defamation of a Head-of-State
was a punishable o ence. In response, the Dutch philosopher Bernard Delfgaauw, proposed a
more nuanced slogan to skirt the law, printed here by Rob Stolk: i.e. “Johnson the war
criminal, according to the legal standards established at Nuremberg and Tokyo.” Others
would simply swap the word “miller” for war-criminal; i.e. Johnson moordenaar.
is group of four variants—with and without borders, in four colours—issues from the
archive of Stolk’s print-shop. With only a single OCLC record discovered in North America
(Yale).
66

Rainer, Arnulf

Grimassenserie / Faces-phases. [Prospectus].
München: Atelier Arnulf Rainer, [1968].
€ 50

Prospectus. Broadsheet (40 x 29 cm.), with horizontal centrefold. Advertising two of Rainer's
self-published editions: Grimassenserie (after photographs of Rainer's grimaces) and Facesphases (serigraph suite). Fully-illustrated, with publishing details and pricing.
67

Reiback, Earl

Lumia compositions / Earl Reiback.
New York: Howard Wise Gallery, 1968 / Waddell Gallery, 1973.
Two NYC invitations: (1) for Howard Wise Gallery, printed on mirrored-stock (20 x 15 cm.), with some curling
and scu ng to the margins of this unorthodox format. Exhibition history printed to verso. And (2) for Waddell
Gallery; a broadsheet mailer (60 x 44 cm.; twice-folded into panels of 30 x 22 cm.). Recto composed as colourful
poster, with verso featuring artist statement, exhibition and lecture history, and excerpts from reviews.
€ 150

“Here light is the artist’s sole medium of expression. He must mould it by optical means,
almost as a sculptor models clay. He must add colour, and nally motion to his creation”
( omas Wilfred, inventor of Lumia and the Clavilux).
One of the most productive disciples of “Lumia”—as it was proposed by omas Wilfred, as
the eighth form of Art—was Earl Reiback, who developed his approach to luminal art after
completing a degree in nuclear engineering at MIT. Here, two invitations to his New York
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solo exhibitions: at Howard Wise Gallery (Lumia compositions, February 10 through March 2,
1968) and at Waddell Gallery ( January 23 through February 27, 1973).
68

Saint-Phalle, Niki / Tinguely, Jean

Niki de Saint Phalle: new sculptures.
New York: Gimpel-Weitzenho er Gallery, 1990.
A booklet of 7 postcards (20 x 14 cm.), folded in leporello fashion, with perforated edges; each with uniform
versos. Bright and crisp copy, with minor rubbing to edges; Near Fine.
€ 300

A charming invitation/catalogue for a 1990 exhibition of Niki de Saint-Phalle's sculptures at
the Gimpel-Weitzenho er gallery in New York. Featuring six designs: the fool, the prophet,
Arizona cactus (twice), the hanged man, and the godess Taweret. Also featuring a
collaborative drawing with Tinguely: “Rotating ower pots on top of head.” A version of e
fool would be installed in Saint-Phalle's Tarot Garden in Grossetto the following year, which
was also the year of Tinguely's death.
With 3 OCLC records discovered; only one of those in North America (Met).
69

Sharp, Willoughby

[Press release announcing kinetic art exhibition at Mexico Olympics].
New York: Kineticism Press, 1968.
Xerographic typescript, reproducing letterhead of the Comite Organizador de Los Juegos de la XIX Olimpiada;
single sheet, with vertical fold-line.
€ 40

Co-founder of the Kineticism Press, Willoughby Sharp was invited to work as Curator at the
Mexico City Olympics, organizing an exhibition on kinetic art at the Museo Univeristario de
Ciencias y Arte (“Kineticism: System sculpture in environmental situations,” July-August,
1968). Participating artists included: Dan Flavin, Lucio Fontana, Hans Haacke, Otto Piene,
Jesus Raphael Soto, Takis, Jean Tinguely, Günther Uecker, and Robert Whitman.
As per this press release: “It is the rst major group exhibition devoted to Kineticism in Latin
America, and the rst group exhibition to concentrate on the environmental aspects of kinetic
sculpture. One room will be devoted to each artist's work. Some will be built under the artist's
supervision; others will be executed by Mexican craftsmen after the artist's design. e rooms
connected in a labyrinth system, will be activated by bubbles, foam, smoke, steam, fog, water,
wind, uorescent, neon, stroboscopic, and laser light.”
70

Sharp, Willoughby

Air art.
New York: Kineticism Press, 1968.
Wrappers (20.5 cm. square) with front panel illustrated after Hans Haacke's Skyline. Contents: 36 pages;
illustrated throughout after b&w photographs.
€ 100

Kinetic art exhibition curated by Willoughby Sharp—who supplies a nine-paged introduction
on the history of “air art;” touring through the work of Duchamp, Yves Klein, Moholy-Nagy,
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Manzoni, McLuhan, and Kaprow. Exhibited artists featuring: Architectural Association
Group, Hans Haacke, Akira Kanayama, Les Levine, Preston McClanahan, David Medalla,
Robert Morris, Marcello Salvadori, Graham Stevens, John Van Saun, and Andy Warhol.
71

(Situationism) / Conseil Révolutionnaire Raad

[A post-Mai 68 critique].
Paris, 1973.
Long xerographic broadsheet (56 x 20 cm.), folded, with top portion of recto illustrated after Breugel's 1556
composition e ass at school. Text in French.
€ 50

A Situationist-inspired text, savagely-critiquing the ideological/spectacular dimension of Mai
68 (e.g. les manifs; its posters and sloganeering), as it emerged from the corrupt soil of the
universities. e typescript text is punctuated by a handful of manuscript declarations: “Ne
plus denoncer le scandale, mais faire scandale.”
72

(Situationism) / Arch D. Bunker.

Is it war or is it Memorex?
[San Francisco], 1991.

Tall broadside (43 x 28 cm), o set printed blue-on-white Near Fine, with very minor bump to lower margin.
€ 150

“Starving soldiers used to chew on leather to distract themselves from their hunger; even
though they knew it was an empty, nutritionless imitation, it was comforting to go through
the motions of eating. So it appears to be with the victims of CNN Syndrome. ey watch
the high-tech images hungrily, in search of what?”
A Situationist/Baudrillardian critique of the ( rst) Gulf War as Spectacle, and of the
corresponding emergence of CNN-era consciousness From the anti-War Arch D Bunker
collective that was loosely-a liated with the gang at Processed world. Punctuated by satirical
cartoon by Tom Tomorrow (i.e. Dan Perkins, is modern world).
With single OCLC record discovered in the Iraq War Political Poster Collection at Harvard.
73

Société Anonyme, Inc.

A small intimate exhibition arranged by the Société Anonyme, Inc. under the
auspices of e Arts Council of the City of New York, Inc.
New York: Société Anonyme, Inc., 1928.
Invitation; trifold wove sheet (35 x 12 cm.), letterpress printed to both recto/verso to form handsome diagonal
cover, with main text to vertical interior. Fine.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18031.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18031b.jpg
€ 350

Announcing an exhibition of paintings to be held at e Barbizon from February 20th to
March 3rd, 1928; as curated by Société Anonyme, Inc. (established by Man Ray, Marcel
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Duchamp, Katherine Dreier in 1920). With a free lecture—entitled “On the approach to
modern art”—to be delivered by Henri Barzun.
As per the catalogue printed here, this exhibition of 26 international artists included works
from Villon, Leger, Phocas, Campendonk, Schwitters, Kandinsky, De Cherico [sic], Carlsund,
Klee, and the Dreiers.
74

Sottsass, Ettore

U ci: from the traditional o ce to the open-place o ce.
Milano: Olivetti. Direzione Relazioni Culturali Disegno Industriale Pubblicità, [1970].
Illustrated yellow wrappers (30 cm.), vibrantly-printed in orange, black, and cream, with the Olivetti trademark
blind-stamped to rear cover. Very minor abrasion to lower edge, with small discolouration spot to rear panel; an
otherwise fresh copy. Contents: 42, [2] pages; well-illustrated throughout, with splashes of colour on glossy
yellow stock. Text in English. Refs: Ma ei and Tonini (p. 154); Morteo et al (pp. 38-47).
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18028.jpg
€ 950

“For centuries, men at tables, tables in rooms, rooms o corridors. Monasteries like hospitals.
And then o ces like monasteries.”
Before his iconic work with the Memphis group of designers, Ettore Sottsass played an
essential role with Olivetti in the development of the aesthetics of 20th work; starting in the
late 1950s, when he helped to design the “feel” for their rst room-sized mainframe
computers. By the end of the 1960s, with the increasing miniaturization of computing power,
Olivetti would task Sottsass with developing a distinct research unit—code-named Synthesis
—to focus on designing a furniture system equal to the needs and challenges of the
contemporary o ce. By 1972, this research would result in the production of the modular
Synthesis 45 system (based on the ergonomic unit of 45 cm.): desks, ling cabinets, umbrella
stands, ash trays, wastepaper baskets, dividers, etc.
As a summation of the Synthesis department’s research, Sottsass designed the present
publication; a kind of hyper-pragmatic artist book (as per Ma ei). In addition to sketchingout a series of comparative o ce and furniture designs, Sottsass here compiles a genealogy of
“o ce landscaping” (i.e. Bürolandschaft)—from monastic cells to the open-o ce, with
dozens of excerpts from both o ce planning texts (e.g. on lighting, wiring, air conditioning,
acoustics, ling) and literary works (e.g. Balzac, Kafka, Puzo, Gogol)—to form an ecological
vision of design: “Planning an o ce means planning its equipment. And that equipment
doesn’t only consist of the machines, but also the furniture, the lamps, the sounds, the re exes,
the colours, the distance between the hand and the receiver, the card index and the lingcabinet, the telephone directory and the drawing-table. e interior designer carries on the
work of the furniture manufacture, and he recti es it. And those who work in the o ce carry
on the work of the interior designer, and they rectify it. A true o ce, e cient and t for
habitation, is never nished.”
With only two OCLC records discovered for this English edition.
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75

(Surrealism) / Guichard-Meili, Jean

Poèmes-objets du Surréalisme à nos jours.
Mâcon: Action Culturelle / Musée des Ursulines, 1969.
Broadsheet scroll (65 x 15 cm.), printed black on tan paper. Housed within cardboard tube (14 cm. long, 3.5 cm.
diameter), to which is a xed a poetic title page, printed black-on-pink.
€ 150

Mimetic catalogue of an exhibition in Mâcon, with a preface by Guichard-Meili concerning
the evolution of concrete poetry beyond the material limitations of the book. e catalogue
identi es 93 items, many from the collections of Paul-Armand Gette, Galerie Iolas, Jacques
Prevert, and Jean-Clarence Lambert. With single OCLC record discovered (BnF).
76

(Surrealism) / Rosemont, Franklin & Penelope

Surrealism is elsewhere.
Chicago:

e Surrealist Group, 1985.

Small broadside (29 x 17 cm.), printed black on pale yellow sheet.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/16656.jpg
€ 40

“An art exhibit funded by the U.S. government with the aid of businessmen, a mayor, and a
priest is about as appealing to us as a bill-collector with measles.” A scathing denouncement
from the Chicago-based Surrealist Group of an alleged exhibition of Surrealist art, organized
at Southern Exposure Gallery in San Francisco. Also signed-o by e Anarchist Horde and
e Rebel Worker Group. With three OCLC records discovered.
77

Ulrichs, Timm

Ich erkläre GOTT zu meinem kunstgegenstand!
Hannover: Werbezentrale für totalkunst / banalismus / extemporismus, [1967].
Broadside (30 x 21 cm.). Centre-justi ed text boldly-printed on rose-coloured sheet. Very minor sunning to
margins. Near Fine.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/16739.jpg
€ 100

In 1961, Timm Ulrichs placed himself within a transparent box and declared himself the rst
human artwork. With this yer, he logically pushed the frame in the opposite direction—
declaring God itself within reach of his practice of Totalkunst. A lovely instance of rosecoloured heresy. Copies of this work appeared in the rst issue of the in uential review Geiger.
78

Vautier, Ben

“Anybody can excommunicate anybody” (Fluxus statement).
[Nice], 1982.
Xerographic broadside (29.5 x 21 cm.), reproducing manuscript statement by Vautier (16 lines). Crease-lines
from mailing, with some sunning.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17224.jpg
€ 150
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Vautier here spoofs on the infamous temper of Maciunas, as self-appointed Fluxus Chairman,
with his penchant for excommunicating Fluxus members (often without them noticing/
caring). Named here: Wolf Vostell and Joseph Beuys, who Vautier nds guilty of “Bigisme,”
“Expressionisme,” “Primadonisme,” and “Professionalisme.” Ben also sanctions Berlin gallerist
René Block, “for sided cultural imperialisme in his Museum display— But also a good pointfor profusion of pieces and energy put in.”
With no OCLC records discovered; a similar photocopy is described in the Dick Higgins
Papers at the Getty, accompanied by a record of Higgins’ response.
79

(Video) / Gale, Peggy (editor)

Video by artists. [Prospectus].
Toronto: Art Metropole, 1976.
Promotional postcard (18.5 x 13.5 cm.), with strikingly-designed recto mimicking the corresponding
publication's cover-art. To verso: list-of-names of the 16 surveyed artists, along with publication details. is
copy with blank address eld; minor discolouration.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17534.jpg
€ 60

Iconic announcement card for Video by artists; the rst instalment of the seminal survey of
artist-videos published by Toronto's Art Metropole and edited by Peggy Gale. Amongst the
16 artists surveyed: Ant Farm, General Idea, Dan Graham, Lisa Steele, and Vincent Trasov.
80

Vostell, Wolf

Betonvagina 2 / Die Geburt. [Artist proofs with photograph].
[Paris]: Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, [1974].
Group of three items: (1-2) two screenprints to thick board (24 x 30 cm.), each with same heightened dark-red
lettering; identi ed as artist proofs to versos. Titles here taken from Vomm (Vostell: Die Druckgra k, p. 120).
Verso of second work includes printed caption: “Cette image (photo Maurice Henry - L'Express) est extraite du
lm ‘Les yeux de l’enfant,’ du Docteur Max Ploquin sur l'accouchement sans douleur.” Accompanied by: (3)
b&w silver gelatin photograph (28 x 28.5 cm., with slim margins), repeating the base image for Betonvagina 2;
signed by Vostell towards lower margin. Some surface wear to print, with staining to corner of verso (not
showing through).
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17476.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17476b.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17476e.jpg
€ 1000

A group of artist proofs from Wolf Vostell, continuing to play with his anaesthetic motif of
the “concrete vagina.” Copies of the nude screenprint here—reproducing a still image from
his 1972 lm Desastres—were included in the deluxe edition of a 1974 catalogue produced for
an exhibition at the Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris (500 copies).
e second screenprint—referenced in Vomm as “probably unpublished” (e.g. Die Geburt,
1974:2)—was almost certainly conceived by Vostell as an anaesthetic pendant to the rst. e
base image here is sourced from a French lm depicting Max Ploquin's experimental “painfree” childbirth technique (without epidural). Above the image, Vostell screen-prints the
motto: “La beauté est un acte moral!”
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81

Warhol, Andy / Various others

[Name drop]. Artists for New York... Bene t evening for the Institute of Art and
Urban Resources.
New York: Xenon, 1979.
Programme. Bifolium (21.5 cm.), some creasing and minor foxing to sheet. List of 231 artists' names to interior
spread; pencil note to lower margin.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17301c.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17301.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17301b.jpg
€ 100

Organized by Billy Klüver and Julie Martin, and hosted by Leo Castelli at the Xenon
nightclub, this bene t event for the-organization-to-become MoMA PS1 featured the New
York premiere of Laser concert by David Tudor; “sensitive to sound frequencies of more than
3000 cycles from live music, this totally unique system enables the composers to generate a
continuously changing sound-image mix of unprecedented richness and beauty.” And—
documented quite concretely here: an installation entitled Name drop; with the dance- oor of
the Xenon night-club being rubber-stamped with 2,804 letters across 25 x 30 feet, composing
the 231 names of the committee of “Artists for New York”; an impressive roster, including:
Vito Acconci, Laurie Anderson, Carl Andre, Arman, Richard Artschwager, John Baldessari,
Robert Barry, Louise Bourgeois, Robert Breer, John Cage, Christo, Philip Corner, Merce
Cunningham, Jim Dine, Erro, Philip Glass, Hans Haacke, Will Insley, Jasper Johns, Ray
Johnson, Donald Judd, Willem de Kooning, Joseph Kosuth, Shigeko Kubota, John Lennon,
Les Levine, Sol Lewitt, Roy Lichtenstein, Walter de Maria, Charlotte Moorman, Bruce
Nauman, Claes Oldenburg, Yoko Ono, Dennis Oppenheim, Nam June Paik, Charlemagne
Palestine, Michelangelo Pistoletto, Robert Rauschenberg, Klaus Rinke, Larry Rivers, Jim
Rosenquist, Ed Ruscha, Niki Saint-Phalle, Julian Schnabel, Carolee Schneemann, George
Segal, Richard Serra, Frank Stella, Bernar Venet, Andy Warhol, Tom Wesselmann, Robert
Wilson, La Monte Young, and Marian Zazeela.
82

Warhol, Andy (designer)

is is John Wallowitch.
New York: Serenus Corporation, [1964].
LP vinyl record (33 rpm); code SEP 2005. Flawless record, with titles printed to blue labels. Housed in
illustrated sleeve (31 cm. square), with front panel illustrated after Andy Warhol photo-collage. Some bumping
to corners & minor foxing to rear panel. is copy preserved in original shrink-wrap, with hype sticker and
remainder punch-out to top left corner.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17420.jpg
€ 200

“John Wallowitch is the beginning of the end and he is the end of the beginning. He is where
Pop music will go when it nally gives up.” First album from John Wallowitch, with the
iconic cover featuring a series of photobooth images by Andy Warhol of a slim-tied
Wallowitch, cropped from the nose down. is remaindered copy—with hole-punch to topleft corner and deli-style hype sticker—supplies an extra-Pop dimension.
With only 2 OCLC records discovered (MoMA, BnF). Cf. Maréchal 26a; Art & vinyl, pp.
44-5.
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83

Watts, Robert

[Yam Festival placemat].
[New Jersey], [1962].
Multiple. Paper-lace doily (25 x 38 cm.), with copper lettering. Two hard-folds from previous storage (now
preserved at, with fold-lines less pronounced); otherwise remarkably bright and clean, with no breaks to
intricate lace pattern. Uncommon thus.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17702.jpg
€ 350

As one of the various objects that were appropriated for George Brecht and Robert Watts’
evolving Water Yam festival, the doilies that composed this multiple were reportedly acquired
by Watts from a mail-order catalogue, and then letterpress-branded with the Festival's mark.
With single OCLC record discovered (Getty; apparently stained). Also in MoMA's
Silverman collection.
84

Watts, Robert

Watts. [Invitation card].
Milano: La Bertesca, [1973].
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/17738.jpg
€ 50

Large invitation card to exhibition of his Watts’ Auto series (photo murals), boldly-printed to
thick stock (16 x 21 cm.); bump to lower corner. Exhibition details to verso, along with
manuscript address of Dutch collector, with 1973 postmark.
85

Weiner, Lawrence

Lawrence Weiner: 7 postkarten.
Krefeld: Krefelder Kunstmuseen, Museum Haus Esters, 1988.
€ 120

Group of 7 postcards (10 x 14 cm.), with rectos fully-illustrated after photographs of 1988
Weiner installation in Krefeld. Versos uniformly-branded by the Museum. Housed in glassine
envelope, featuring boldly-printed titles.
86

Weiner, Lawrence / Buren, Daniel (photographer)

Lawrence Weiner: Video.
Eindhoven: Van Abbemuseum, 1979.
Large poster (54 x 40.5 cm.), printed in red, green, and blue.

is copy Fine.

€ 250

Compelling poster designed by Lawrence Weiner for his 1979 video exhibition at the Van
Abbemuseum, with photographs by Daniel Buren and Richard Landry.
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87

Wilp, Charles

777*777. Die Fülle und die Leere—eine Ausstellung von Charles Wilp.
Dusseldorf: Städtische Kunsthalle Düsseldorf, 1974.
Erotic wrappers (27 cm.), printed in vibrant colours. Contents: 68 pages, fully-illustrated (mostly black-andwhite, with some colour). Introductory essay by John Matheson, in German.
€ 60

Mostly reproducing Wilp's advertising work, with a handful of pages dedicated to his
relationship with Yves Klein. e catalogue opens with revealing quote from Wilp: “Homage
to MEL RAMOS, who is not a Pop-Artist, who is not a New Realist. He is the artist of our
times, who makes conscious the unearthly food, beauty, and lust, the basic needs of mankind
to survive with besides potatoes.”
88

(Zaj) / Castillejo, José Luis

La escritura moderna / Modern writing. [Accompanied by two such specimens].
Bonn/Madrid, 1968-1970.
Group of three items: (1) La escritura moderna (Bonn, 1970). Green type on yellow card (13 x 19.5 cm.), with
recto text in Spanish & English translation printed to verso. Accompanied by two typographic events from
Castillejo: (2) Desnudo zaj (Madrid, 1968). Letterpress-printed to thick pink stock (20.5 x 13 cm.); with simple
“C.” printed to lower portion of verso. Some surface wear. And: (3) A page from e book of twenty letters / Una
página de El libro de veinte letras (ca. 1970). in letter-sized sheet folded; with title printed to recto panel, and
the full verso displaying a series of permutations of the letters r, m, and j.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18041.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18041b.jpg
€ 400

A short manifesto from the former Spanish diplomat José Luis Castillejo, on the promise of
modern/avant-garde writing; in which the parallels between Zaj and Fluxus become clear.
“Modern writing is neither symbolic nor descriptive. It does not look for the possession of
more things or objects, not even theoretical or imagined. Its purpose is the purpose of all
modern art: to reduce necessity. e freedom achieved by writing (as a ‘medium’) may perhaps
become an inspiration (a ‘metaphor’) of what could be achieved elsewhere (in the ‘reality’),
independently and without imitation.” With single OCLC record discovered (Northwestern).
Accompanied by two specimens of Castillejo’s Zaj writings (Madrid, 1968-1970).
89

Zaj / Hidalgo, Juan

[A group of 3 typographical events].
Madrid: Zaj, 1968-1970.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18042.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18042b.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18042c.jpg
€ 250

Housed in small manila envelope (14 x 9.5 cm.), featuring Hidalgo's hand-stamp with Batalla
del Salado address: (1) Un huevo de Juan Hidalgo para la pascua zaj (1968). Printed recto-only
in pink to cream egg-shaped card (13 cm. tall); (2) ¿Cuál es el 69 zaj? una pregunta (1969).
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O set-printed blue-and-orange to white card (6.5 x 10 cm.); and (3) Leo zaj. lectura zaj
(1970). O set-printed orange to white card (6.5 x 9 cm.).
90

Zaj

[Two performance programmes from 1968].
Bilbao / Alcoy: Zaj, 1968.
Two programmes housed in original post-marked envelope (dated March 1968), addressed to Swiss bookseller,
with Hidalgo's handstamp to ap: (1) Zaj en Bilbao ( January 25-28), with magenta type printed recto/verso to
tan card (24.5 x 12 cm.), with horizontal score (but this copy unfolded) and (2) I circo de teatro actual (March 2),
with green type printed recto/verso to cream card (10 x 24 cm), showing some sunning.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18043.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18043b.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18043c.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18043d.jpg
€ 300

Two typographically-elegant programmes for post-theatrical Zaj performances by Juan
Hidalgo, Esther Ferrer, and Walter Marchetti from early 1968: at the Teatro del Institutio
Vascongado de Cultura Hispánica in Bilbao and the Casa Municipal de Cultura “La Cazuela”
in Alcoy. With set-list of 15 performances/compositions/etceteras printed to each of the
versos (some overlap), including their dates of composition (1963-1967).
91

Zaj

Ludwig van Beethoven desea a todos sus amigos un año especial de meditación
1970 con la visita zaj de juan hidalgo y walter marchetti.
[Madrid]: Zaj, [1969].
Centre-justi ed text printed in gray to cream stock (23.5 x 17 cm.), both recto/verso, with uniform ornaments to
corners. Very minor creasing to edges. Housed in original envelope, with mailing address of Swiss bookseller;
post-marked in March 1970.
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18044.jpg
http://www.paperbooks.ca/inventory/18044b.jpg
€ 300

Another Zaj invitation towards a year-of-meditation, this one composed on behalf of
Beethoven, whose house in Bonn was visited by Hidalgo and Marchetti on May 28, 1968 (as
reported to the verso of this card). With no OCLC records discovered.
92

Zaj / Marchetti, Walter

Una hora zaj.
Madrid: Zaj, 1970.
Sequence of numbers—from 00 00 to 60 00—printed in 30 columns across four quadrants. Printed royal blue
on white card stock (34 x 36.5 cm.); twice-folded.
€ 450

A very Zaj visualization of time, with the nal second of the hour (60 00) over owing the
symmetry of the columns. With only 2 OCLC records discovered (MoMA, Simon Fraser).
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